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ANOTHER CLASSIC BY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JADE JONESThe stakes are at an all-time high
in â€œCameron 5â€•. When Jude is presented with a responsibility that is both a blessing and a
curse, he is forced to choose which is more important: money or loyalty.Being associated with of
one of the world's largest car theft rings was not what Cameron had bargained for after deciding to
move down South. Unfortunately, it seems as if she traded one problem for another. With constant
obstacles testing Cameronâ€™s marriageâ€”like a crazed ex and a husband drunk off power,
sheâ€™ll find out if her love is strong enough to survive through it all.With more money comes more
problems, and even more enemies. Will Cameron and Jude make it out with a few bruises or will
they crumble beneath the weight of it all?
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I will give a props to Jade Jones. This is my ninth book reading from her. She takes her time to
writing this book. She is a good and wonderful writer. She did a good job. Her book is never
disappointed me but her book always keep me awake and make me laugh. Cameron 5 is a good

book. I enjoyed reading this book. I like the concept and vibe in this book. It is well-written and well
characters.Cameron, Jude, Jag, Jag's brother, King, Roxie, and Champion are the main characters
of this book. Jude a good father and good man to Cameron and his son. He is provider and taking
care of his family. He is independent and intelligent man. I will give a prop to him. I could related to
Cameron because we are both a hardheaded, stubborn, independent and strong woman. She is a
good woman to Jude. I don't understand Rumor's character. I like Jag in this book.I wish I could
continue read more about Cameron and the rest of characters in this book but it's sad.If you haven't
read this book, I recommend that you should get copy and start reading it because Cameron 5 is a
good.I choose the rating is 20 stars because both author and Cameron deserved the 20 stars from
me. I am looking forward reading another book from this author.Good Job:Sandra

All I can say is wow Jade you did your thing I love Jude & Cam together at one point I was mad at
them but in the end you prove me wrong, I hate to see the series end, but all good things come to
an end and this was one of them, I can't wait to read your next books to come.

Started our really enjoying it, the last book was good but frustrating and this one was more of the
same. Cameron and Jude making the same mistakes and then acting as if nothing has happened.
Who does that? Betrayal is betrayal who in their right mind just looks past it like it didn't happen and
thinks it won't happen again. I know they say Kobe is blind but it's not that damn blind new come on.
The book just got to the point where the relationship wasn't really believable anymore. To top it off
Jude keeps Jag around and actually refers to him as a brother. I mean come on yeah right.
Disappointed in how this series ended for all that it should have ended after the third book it would
have been soooo much better. These last two books just didn't go well at all and this last one was
so far from the others it was just sad.

Great Book I would recommend the whole Cameron series to anyone. I wasn't' for sure if Cameron
& Jude would make it through all their trials & tribulations they were tested for sure. But they loved
each other through it all. Great series!! Fantastic read!!

I loved the Cameron series, and I am sad that it has come to an end. Jade Jones did a great job
tying together loose ends in this book, and I love her well developed characters. I highly recommend
this series!

First I have to say, this was a very good series and the story definitely kept my interest throughout.
With that being said... I'm so glad this series is over. Cameron & Jude have to be the worst "couple"
I've ever read about in a series. They went through 5 books of bull____ and still couldn't get it right.
I've really never had any respect for Cameron at all, but I did at one time respected Jude. Now, I
can't even explain how disgusted I am with both of them. I read a few of the reviews before I bought
the final book and almost every one were talking about how much they matured and how they finally
got things right. That was total BULL____!!! Cameron is just a nasty, disrespectful lady. And I call
her a lady very loosely. I mean, think about it. In the 5 books that were written, she spread her legs
for at least 5 different men. I'm not going to tell the story, but she is the lowest of the low. I mean,
her husband is on his deathbed for goodness sake. And Jude is just weak and dumb. He's dumb
because he continues to put his family (his son) in danger with the lifestyle he lives. He's weak
because he continues to allow Cameron to lead him around by his nose and make a fool out of him.
They claim they love each other and they don't want to live without the other but I can't see where
the love is coming from. I truly believe that Jude loves Cameron but when has she really ever shown
her love for Jude. I'm glad that this series is over but I'm aware of the spin-off series that follows. I
don't think that I'll be taking part in reading what happens next. I have no interest. From what I can
tell, it's just going to prove my point about Cameron. Well done on writing this series, Jade Jones.
For me to go through all these emotions while reading this series only proves how talented you
really are as a writer. Although I'm done with Cameron & Jude, I will be reading your other novels.
Thank you for sharing your work.

Ok now Jade.... No lie you had me in my feelings but by the end I was all smiles... I won't spoil
anything but I love this series and I'm gonna miss Cam&Jude... Y'all sleeping on my girl Jade if y'all
ain't copped this series... You won't be disappointed from book 1-5.. Trust me..
(JJFG~Annqunett-Annie)

I'm done with this ghetto mess. Do you have an editor? I had to put this book down after I
read,"Thanks to her mother, who was half caucasian, her hair grew back incredibly fast." Um what?
Being white has nothing to do with hair growth speed. Black people grow hair at the same rate as
every other humans. You just cant tell because our hair shrinks because of the tight curls.
Statements like this and incorrect usage and over usage of adjectives made me not want to read
this anymore. Dont get me wrong, I thought it was good in the beginning because of the storyline so
I overlooked certain things but now I cant take it.
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